Abstract This paper proposes a new frame which combines kernel density estimation with convex quadrilateral verification to achieve identification and localization of object instance in zooming image. Reference object centers are first calculated based on scales, orientations, and reference vectors for all matched key points. Then the valid object center with density peak value is held. A region of interest with evaluated radius is confirmed based on the scale of the center point and row and column number of the corresponding training image. Homography matrix is computed using the matched key points within the region. Finally, four edges of the candidate training image are mapped as a quadrilateral. Only if the quadrilateral is convex that the object instance is detected. The experimental results prove that the proposed approach provides high efficiency for real-time applications with robustness.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, object instance detection has attracted increasing attention in the field of computer vision and virtual reality. With the development of robot technology, object instance recognition has been widely used for various humanoid robotics. Generally, the task of object instance detection is to find a specific object and confirm its localization in an image or a video footage acquired by the robot .
Among all of the available methods, local feature matching method provides a concise and salient feasibility. Local feature matching is based on the theory that an object can be seen as a feature set, and object detection can be transformed to feature matching. An outstanding local feature, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [1] , has been shown to be an effective descriptor for its robustness against scaling, rotation, and illumination change [2] . SIFT feature based one-to-one object instance detection process is split into the following steps. In the first place, a training image of the specific object is collected. For example, in order to find a book, the book cover should be taken as a photo. Then SIFT features are extracted from the image, and the object is mapped to a feature set. Usually, training procedure is offline in order to improve the efficiency of online detection. When asked to locate the objective, the robot captures an image of the scene. Features are extracted from the captured image just like the training procedure. After feature matching, in which features from the scene image find their nearest neighbors from the training set, the robot finds the location of the right objective theoretically.
However, object instance detection is a tough task because of noise, difference of scales, changes of illumination, etc. Moreover, most objects have several surfaces, and the object seems different from different view point. It means that object instance detection process implicates the exact perspective. Practical object instance detection system should solve these problems.
In this paper, we propose a new frame based on SIFT feature matching, object center estimation, and convex quadrilateral verification to eliminate false matches and achieve detection and localization of the objective rapidly and precisely. We first capture several images of the specific object from different perspectives. These images almost have no overlap. Then SIFT features are extracted from each training image. During detection, the robot captures an image of the scene and extract features from the image. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [3] is employed to query a feature from each training image for every feature to speed up matching process. Afterwards, bidirectional test is applied to eliminate parts of wrong matches. For each key point in the query image, a reference point is computed based on scale, orientation, and related distance between the matched key point and the center of the training image. In order to figure out the real center, density estimation procedure is carried out for the assumption that the real center has the maximum density value. At the same time, the corresponding training image is determined. Interesting disk region is confirmed by calculating a related radius based on the scale of the reserved center point and the row and column number of the right training image. Only points within the interesting region are saved to calculate the homography matrix. Finally, four edges of the right training image are mapped to a quadrilateral. Only if the quadrilateral is convex that the object is identified. The flow chart is shown in figure 1 . [1] . The first step for SIFT algorithm is to detect key points. Gaussian pyramid is constructed for the image and candidate key points are generated by searching local peaks in the pyramid. By taking curve fitting into consideration, SIFT key points are localized to sub-pixel accuracy. Unstable ones are rejected if they are located on any edge of the image. When a key point is selected, its scale is designed at the same time. A local patch for the key point is determined based on its scale. Principal direction of the point is determined by statistics of the gradient and direction of the pixel in its neighborhood. The last step, which is based on combining the orientation histograms of the local neighborhood, is to build a feature descriptor for each key point. For each SIFT key point, its feature information contains not only a 128-dimens coordinate, scale and principle orientation.
SIFT feature matching is implemented by comparing similarity of two feature vectors. Euclidean distance is a typical distance method for distance measurement. Finding the most similar feature vector from a feature set can be seen as a kNearest-Neighbor (kNN) problem, in which k equals one. Generally, matching feature vectors is time-consuming using brute force method. Accordingly, many efficient techniques are developed to overcome the limitation. For example, weighted kNN [4] and Model based KNN [5] are structure less techniques while kd-tree and ball-tree [6] are structure based searching methods. As for undemanding applications, ApproximateNearest-Neighbor (ANN) searching method is widely used. ANN finds the nearest neighbor with great probability. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [3] , Best Bin First (BBF) [7] , balanced box-decomposition tree [9] are representative ones. In this paper, we applied Locality Sensitive Hashing method to evaluate our proposed method.
Besides just using the 128-dimensional feature vectors, there orientation. These methods assume the objective is far from the vision system, so the objective is in a zooming image. If the training image and the query image are well matched, scale ratio and orientation difference of each pair of points fall into very small intervals.
B. Wrong Matches Elimination
Object instance detection process needs to eliminate wrong matches in both point level and image level.
To get rid of wrong matches in point level matching, many excellent algorithms have been proposed recently. Generally, false matches elimination process includes more than just one and these methods often constructed a cascade. A discriminative algorithm eliminating false matches is ratio test [1] , which compares the distance between the closest neighbor and the second closest neighbor. Matches with ratio below the experiential threshold are retained. The drawback of this approach is that the threshold should be given in advance. Bidirectional matching algorithm [8] was proposed to satisfy symmetry test. This idea assumes that if feature A has a nearest neighbor B in the training set, feature B has the nearest neighbor A in the query set. It means that bidirectional matching process will take double time. Another responsible approach to remove wrong matches is to estimate geometric constrains between training set and query set. Accordingly, random sample consensus (RANSAC) [9] algorithm is applied. RANSAC has the advantage extracting correct matches with high accuracy in the situation that numerous wrong matches exist. However, it needs to use all matching points during iteration which is time consuming, and the accuracy is affected by the proportion of the right matches.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, after a statement of the basic problem, we will first give a compendious algorithmic summary of the proposed approach, and then a detailed description and discussion of each significant step. Our proposed framework consists of four major components: the training step in which we map an object instance to a collection of its SIFT features, the straightforward matching step in which we attempt to retrieve the nearest neighbor from the collected object features for each feature of the video footage, the third step of eliminating false matches, and the judging step in which robot verify whether the object is detected.
A. Training stage
Firstly, we capture several pictures for an object instance, and get patches from these pictures. None of the patches has overlapping areas with each other. We assume that the number of the objective images is n. For example, there are five training patches, or called training images, for a xylitol box.
Fig. 2. Training images for a xylitol box
Then key points are detected and features are extracted for each training image. Key points from each image form a set P i , in which i n, and the key point p ij from the exact image belongs to the corresponding set P i . According to SIFT feature theory, every key point p ij contains the scale s ij , the principal orientation ij , and its feature descriptor f ij which belongs to feature set F i .
We calculate coordinate differences between each SIFT key point p ij x ij , y ij and the related object center o i x oi , y oi according to the following formula. The differences are marked as a vector v ij .
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Training process is done as an off-line process to improve efficiency of the algorithm. Key points, coordinates, scales, orientations, features and relative vector are saved as a file.
B. Feature Retrieval stage
In order to speed up matching process, a retrieval structure is necessary. LSH has been proved to be a prominent method, and therefore, for each feature set F i , we construct a structure T i before feature matching.
For the purpose of detecting object instance, robot should take a picture in advance. Then key points are detected and their features are extracted from the image. We construct a new hashing structure T ' for the query feature set, just the same as the training step to satisfy bidirectional match.
We perform a nearest neighbor retrieval process to find the nearest feature in hashing table T i for each feature from the query image. And conversely we perform the same process in T ' for every feature f ij from feature set F i .
C. False Matches Elimination stage
Straightforward matching step is a crude approach. In order to determine objective, false matches should be removed from the matched result. Our proposed elimination process has two phases, and the process is characterized as follows.
Bidirectional matching algorithm is the first step to get rid of partial wrong matches. After bidirectional match, a large part of bad matches are removed. (2) and (3) [10] [11] [12] . In the formulas, s ik ' and ik ' are the corresponding scale and orientation of the key point p ik ' . s ij and ij are the scale and orientation of the matched point of p ik ' in the training image i.
All centers o ik
' calculated corresponding to the training image i form a set O i ' of 2D points. For example, there are five sets for the xylitol box. We estimate the probability density distribution for these sets using Parzen density estimation. Point with peak value is saved as real center because we consider that it is the most representative center if the training image happens to be the right one. The training image corresponding to the real center and matched key points in the query image are also saved. Here, we assume that the saved pair contains p m ' with scale s m ' from the query image and p n with scale s n from the training image. 
The center of the region is p m ' , and the radius of the disk is calculated using the following formula. 
In the formula, row and col are the rows and columns of the training image. Matched key points out side of the region are eliminated.
D. Verification stage
In the verification procedure, we calculate homography matrix by RANSAC test for the remaining key points. Four edges of the training image are mapped to a new quadrilateral. Only if the quadrilateral is convex, the robot identified the exact objective.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In order to validate our approach, experiments over different types of objects are performed. As can be seen in figure 4 , five kinds of objects are presented. We take one training image for an empty carton, one for a pill case, three for an aluminum can, two for a squeeze bottle and five for a xylitol pot. The data of the domain originate from a RGB camera at pixel resolution. All experiments have been conducted on Windows 7 PC with Core i7-4710MQ CPU @2.50GHz. We evaluate detection accuracy and computational time of the proposed method and the traditional method using RANSAC test. The computational time is composed of the time cost for each step. We performed a large number of experiments to verify our proposed algorithm. Each experiment is designed to detect an objective from different view point. Figure 5 shows average time cost of the proposed method in comparison with conventional method (denoted as ratio test + bidirectional match + RANSAC). In figure 5 , we can see that the proposed method has an advantage in computation time cost. The efficiency of the proposed method is improved by 18.7%. Table I shows the robustness of the proposed algorithm in the case of scale and rotation change respectively. According to table 1, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is nearly the same to the traditional one. Aluminum can detection has a low accuracy because of light reflection. Another limitation is the can is cylindrical in shape, which lead to the effect that the computed reference centers are located in a slightly larger region. Detection accuracy for squeeze bottle is subject to its geometry too. Accuracy of empty carton is higher than pill case for the reason that the carton is much bigger.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new frame based on SIFT feature matching, object center estimation, and convex quadrilateral verification to eliminate false matches and achieve detection and localization of the objective in home environment. We have carried out experiments to verify the algorithm, and experimental results proved its high accuracy and efficiency.
However, our proposed algorithm has a limitation the same as any local feature based method. When the objective is too smooth and less texture, the accuracy would be reduced. A possible way to solve this problem is to combine the global features of objects.
